Architects for Health 2022 Core Programme

LAUNCHING
MARCH 2022

KNOWLEDGESHARE
STREAM ONE:

DREAM
CORE CONTENT:

Virtual Event

Community Stream Webinar

Thought Leadership
Insight/ Discussion Paper

Leadership Event

Image courtesy of Shannon Walker,
Northumbria University
OVERVIEW
What makes a good healthcare building? This strand explores
how to get the best out of the design process, including:
•

Brief development

•

Engagement

•

Clinical perspectives, and

•

Health Plannng.

Live or virtual - Members only

Context
Great projects come from good briefing. So what makes a good brief for both clients and design teams?
Our virtual roundtable will debate the strength of briefing documents in the UK, Northern Ireland and internationally;
explore lessons learned from recent design competitions and consider best practice briefing from the perspective
of designer, clinician and client perspectives.
Panel discussion + Q&A session.
Findings will be collated and developed into a Thought Leadership discussion paper with results shared at our
Members-only leadership event.

HEADLINE SPONSOR:
SUPPORTER:

Architects for Health 2022 Core Programme

LAUNCHING
APRIL 2022

KNOWLEDGESHARE
STREAM TWO:

BUILD

CORE CONTENT:

Virtual Event

Community Stream Webinar

Thought Leadership
Insight/ Discussion Paper

Leadership Event

Image courtesy of Sreypich Li
University of Huddersfield
OVERVIEW
How do we build better? This strand explores the latest thinking
in:
• Procurement
• MMC
• Digital transformation
• The road to Net Zero.

Live or virtual - Members only

Context
How do we build a sustainable NHS estate? Delivering on the promise of COP26? Our community stream webinar
will explore a range of perspectives, including:
•

The view from the centre: how do the Government, and NHSi intend to turn this promise into reality? Does our
tecnical guidance, encourage, enable and challenge design teams to deliver genuinely sustainable design?

•

The contractor’s perspective: what are the barriers to delivering a zero carbon estate and how can we
overcome them?

•

MMC as a philosophy: what should - and could - be standardised and how do we ensure standardisation
delivers on design quality - not just cost efficiency?

Findings will be collated and developed into a Thought Leadership discussion paper with results shared at our
Members-only leadership event.

HEADLINE SPONSOR:
SUPPORTER:

Architects for Health 2022 Core Programme

LAUNCHING
MAY 2022

KNOWLEDGESHARE
STREAM THREE:

HEAL

CORE CONTENT:

Virtual Event

Community Stream Webinar

Thought Leadership
Insight/ Discussion Paper

Leadership Event

Image courtesy of Colin Elkington
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OVERVIEW
How do we create healing environments that support recovery
and wellbeing.
• Designing for recovery - mental health
• Integrated Care Systems and the role of the community in
diagnosis, treatment and recovery
• Benefits of biophilic design.

Live or virtual - Members only

Context
What makes a healing environment? Our webinar will explore innovative examples of patient centred design which
deliver better patient outcomes - whether that be though improved recovery times or a more positive patient
experience. Examples will be drawn from a range of settings, in the UK and internationally - including:
•

Intergenerational / elderly care (IBI - North America)

•

Biophillic Design (Singapore)

•

Alternative approaches to healthcare design and provision (Japan)

•

Mental Health recovery (Scandinavia/ Western Australia?)

•

Private and complementary healthcare providers - are there lessons to be learned from the (Circle/Spire)
patient experience; concepts that could transfer from therapeutic (non-acute) to acute environments (Maggies)?

Findings will be collated and developed into a Thought Leadership discussion paper with results shared at our
Members-only leadership event.

HEADLINE SPONSOR:
SUPPORTER:

